
7 Reasons AFS’ Virtual Exchange
Programs Make an Impact
AFS launched its first-ever cohort of Global You, an online

exchange program open to young people anywhere in the

world, in June 2020. The program is based on AFS’s

research-backed AFS Global Competence Certificate that

has been used by more than 10,000 university, intern, and

language abroad students in 50 countries to help them

develop their intercultural competence and global skills

before, during, and after their international programs. In the

year since its launch, Global You has grown into a portfolio

of two unique programs (Adventurer & Changemaker) that

has reached over 650 students from 52 countries, with

almost half of the participants receiving scholarships to

participate.

The Future of Global You
We believe we have a unique opportunity to make
global skills more accessible to even more young
people, as part of our mission to create a more just and
peaceful world through:

● Greater language accessibility
● Tailor-made/customized cohorts
● Sponsorship opportunities.

1 | Virtual Exchange Keeps Young
People Globally Connected
Our programs combine independent, self-paced
learning with live dialogue sessions to bring
together diverse global cohorts of students for a
dynamic and intercultural exchange experience.

2 | Global You Adventurer Helps Build
Bridges Across Cultures
Students learn intercultural skills to engage,
lead and collaborate effectively, and enhance
self-awareness, empathy,  and emotional
intelligence to develop their full potential.

3 | Delivering Social Impact With
Global You Changemaker
Global You Changemaker provides a critical bridge
in the gap between young people’s desires to
change the world and the skills they need to create
their own innovative social impact projects.

4 | Expert Facilitation Is Essential To
Program Success
Trained facilitators from 14 different countries
create an inclusive environment for group
learning. 97% of participants valued the role that
Global You facilitators played in their experience.

5 | Creating New Scholarships
to Participate in Exchange Programs
Since program launch, over 48% of participants
received scholarships, giving students from
underrepresented backgrounds and communities
access to global competence education.

6 | Conducting Research on the
Efficacy of Digital Exchange
AFS’s research seeks to present concrete evidence
to support and further develop the efficacy of
virtual exchange thanks to a grant awarded by The
Stevens Initiative.

7 | Partnerships Accelerate Reach &
Impact
To expand and accelerate our reach, we have built
new and innovative partnerships with
organizations, institutions and governments.
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